Comparison of six digestion methods on fluorescent intensity and morphology of the fluorescent polystyrene beads.
Effect of digestion methods on fluorescence intensity of fluorescent polystyrene (PS) beads was poorly understood, which may affect the accuracy of toxicity test of the fluorescent PS beads exposed to marine organisms. Therefore, six digestion approaches were compared on fluorescence intensities and properties of three commercial fluorescent PS beads. Among all the protocols, the digestion using KOH (10% w/v, 60 °C) (KOH-digestion) had no effect on the fluorescence intensity, morphology and composition of the three fluorescent PS beads. Moreover, the extraction efficiency ≥ 95.3 ± 0.2% of fluorescent PS beads in Daphnia magna and zebrafish, confirming its feasibility in fluorescent PS beads quantitative analysis. However, the fluorescence intensities of fluorescent PS beads digested by other five protocols were significantly decreased, as well as the change of morphology and composition on fluorescent PS beads. Overall, the KOH-digestion is an optimal protocol for extracting fluorescent PS beads in biological samples.